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A hISTORIC ChINESE TEXTILE AS A SOURCE OF INSPIRATION FOR

COLOR SCHEMES, LINE, AND DESIGN MOTIFS
IN WOMEN'S COSTUMES

INTRODUCTION
The use of a historic textile as a source of in-

spiration for contemorary women's costumes presents an
absorbing and extensive challenge.

Many interesting

hours and much worthwhile knowledge may be gained from
such an endeavor.
The present study is by no means a conclusive study
of all the ideas to be derived from the ancient Chinese

table

runner.

Neither is the study an example of all

methods by which costume ideas may be represented.

There

are other representations which are just as effective.

Phe purpose of the present study is to develop a

method of costume design representation which design and
c1othin

construction students may employ.

Aside from

the

serving as an example of a costume design procedure,

8tudy may be used as a guide for study of other textiles.
It also provides sources of costume information for in-

dividual and class discussions and invest1ations.

A

knowledge of historic textile colors, methods of fabric
designs and construction, and ancient costume styles is
also provided.

Finally, such a

study should

aid the

Individual in developing his creative ability.
As in other studies the

present endeavor has

its

2

limitations.

It le limited to repreeentation by water

color IlluBtrationa and color photographs.

The use of

euch media does not represent accurately the complete

beauty of ancient Ch1nee colors and perfection of worknianship, and the

reader is unable to view the original

beauty of the source of inp1rat1on.

resentations must be

iecause the rep-

produced in small areas,

lt is

impossible to represent truly the minuto details of the
fabric motifs.

Another dieadvantae of the study Is the

absence of the actual

¿ar!nents represented.

Tho

reader

is required to visualize the actual appearance of the

garments.

(hapter

wear and

I

consists of representations of sporta-

louning costumes. Chapter II presenta costumes

for street, work, and school

wear.

costume designs for evening wear.
no attempt has been

triade

style garments.

Is

It

Chapter

III includes

In the presentation

to design dramatic or custom-

te

opinion or the author that

the student or costume and clothin

construction will

develop much more practIcal designing ability by develop1nk;

costume designs for the average individual.

the

wrjer

Trom

experience, deslgnin, wearable costumes

with orijinal, unusual style details ha

required more

thought and study than deeignin. dramatic, extremely

high-styled custom-type garments.

From the Chinese table runner, which was used as a
source of inspiration, costumes for the varied activities
of the average individual are developed.

Uowever, these

do not represent all of the ideas which may be developed

from this source.

Many more costumes could be created

from this same source.

This la only

a

beginning.

The

beautiful, colora and motifs of the textile provide a

multitude of inspirations.
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CziAPTEH I

REPESENPATION oI ANCI!NT CliINES IN?LUENCE
UPON COWrEMORARY SPORTS A$fl CASUAL COSTUMES
In

this world of today, &5 at

the average
corrì.forts,

had,

rio

tizne

.n

the past,

ind1v1ua1 has the opportunity to enjoy more

luxury, and benefits than any of ìds anceators

All of this has boon made possible because

of'

the

efforts and accomplishments of ancient civilizations.

As

one author taa so truly and aptly stated, "tach of our

todays is based on many yesterdays and ruidos many tonorrowa."

(t, p.43)

In many rields of endeavor ideas inspired by the

past are adapted for use

.n

the present.

MerchandIsers,

builders, architects, and desibners are continually

searching the past for new ideas.

One of the more con-

tthual searchers is the dosiner of women's wearing apparel.

American ?abrice, a leadin

textile maazine, fro-

quently devotes almost an entire issue to the ways in whiu

deaInora use historio sources for insIratIon.
Fashion throughout the aces has borne the
imprint of the weaver ... and thus historical
as well as the cultural development of a period
are easily determined fron its fabrics.
i)esiner8, then, drew on fabrics for fashion
Inspiration. They do today ... and will forevermore,
(6, p.46)
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In an American Iabrice

article, '?ath

which was written about the journeys of

Pahitnan (one of America's forenoat
atore) theso interesting

r.

of the Sun,"
William

dasinors

and decor-

statements are found:

'it
the contraction of space and time,
more and more of u. will, be exposed to the stimulating impact of the Orient, whose exuberance of
color and ancient refinement of design have provtded the artist with deep inspiration and source
material from ti!ne inemorial.
(l5, p.62)
In "Haute Couture," a report on fashion

coUac-

tions in Paria, a writer tor the American Fabrics has
this to say:

Tho

Fabric houses are the backbone of the

Haute Couture, In most cases, they trace back
nany generations and have museums of their own
which they uso to involve what Paris has always
been known for -- unusual and charming materials.
Months before the designers start to think
of new collections, the fabric people are busy
workin new materials, delving into the past with
present-day methods to produce the most beautiful
materials possible. At length they present
their efforts to the different couture houses
for their selection, and this is where fashion
begin,, The fabrics will inspire the deai1ner
and influence his çenoral concepts of silhouette he wi],]. offer.
(10, p.36)
From the fore'oiri.
the reader that some
tiori

of'

stteaients it

would appear to

the rioheet sources of inspira-

for costume design are fabrics and costumes made by

xan in the past.
In this paper the author has illustrated the use of
a specific textile -- an 18th century Chinese table

6

runner -- as a ßource

ot'

inspiration and has attempted to

develop a method of desi;ning which might be utilized
by costume

esin

and

clotin

construction students.

Students may also get ideas on the adaptation of colora
and motifs froci historic textiles for use in current

costume and fabric design.

Illustrated costumes in the thesis are arranged in
three distinct chapter ¿roupe.

Chapter

for sportswear and casual wear.

turnes

I

includes cos-

Chapter II con-

tains costume designs for street, work, school, and in-

formal dress-up occasions.

evsnin

In Chapter III designs for

wear are presented.

All designa illustrated are

the author's original ideas.

Each illustration includes

an enlarged representation of the fabric desi,ned by the
author.

Precednj the costume design page is

a

photo-

graph of the source of inspiration from the table runner.
I'ollowin

each costume plate is a small drawing of

the costume pattern.

This pattern is not drawn to scale,

but is included merely to furnish the reader with an
idea of how the pattern may be developed.

Costumes in Chapter
teen-agers and adulta.

I

embrace styles for both

Two cotton pedal pusher (sports-

wear) costumes with a matchin

designed tor the adolescent.

jackot and ovrblouse were
One trouser and blouse

costume Is illustrated for the older adult.

A lounging

7

coatume conBist1n

of 1on

jacket

and tapered

trousers

portrayed for the tall dramatic acult, A yellow silk
prInted overbiousa with inatchin shorts la portrayed for
the youn teen-age girl. Two cotton bathing suite, one
of printed fabric with inatchin, jacket and one of plain18

colored fabric aro presented.

For play wear, a short

semi-fitted jacket with matching shorts and largo oircular contrasting skirt is included for the woman or ¿in

of slender build.
Since every individual is different In stature and
appearance, the author

felt that dosis

should be made

tkut would be suitable for moro than one figure type; for
this reason some were designed with the large woman in
mind. However, the largest group of designa is portrayed
for the average-sized figure.
Chapter tI, which includes the ;reatest number of
desina, shows costumes for various occasioria. Several
are for street and outer wear, and several aro for
school, work, and eocial occasions. In a few of the designs the ideas are adapted to the current costume silhouette. Chapter III contains the fewest number of desin3. In this chapter, costumes for semi-formal and
formal wear are developed.
It is the hope of the author that the costumes
presented will show the reader the great number of ideas

3

for co3twe

deein

that may be thaplred by one textile,

In this caso an 13th critury Chinese embroidery.

The desins included In this study are just a

sueøtion

or what

miht

bo done.

May

iore ideas for

costumes may be derived from this source.

employed for developin

The method

costume deiigns from this tex-

tile may be applied to any historio textile.

The study

of these textiles for new ideas and inspirations will

aiwuys be a challenge to the individual who is interested in creating ,omethinb original.
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CHAPTEH II

PORTRAYAL OF ANCIFNP CftIN1SE T]XTILE INFLUENCE
U?ON CURNT DAYTIME COSTUMES
In this chapter twelve costume illustrations are
included,

all of which show the Chinese influence.

Again color and pattorn were inspired by the same
Chthese embroidery.
In this ¿roup are costumes for school or work,

street or home wear, and those for social occasions.
To wear for school or work, a pink linen blouse
with

self-fabric trim and brown wool skirt is presented

first.

The tollowin

Iress with match1n

costume is
jacket.

a

white linen bare-back

This costume is appropriate

for street wear with the jacket or informal wear at home
without the Jacket.

Por the youn

all-wool novelty weave
blouse and matohin

costur.io

adult a simple, basic,

wtth contrasting wool

jacket la included.

To wear on the

street or at informal dreesup occasions, a sheer cotton
voile dress with plain and printed silk accessories is

illustrated in a soft brayed blue color.
the tall,

r;esined for

slender, sophisticated individual is a green

printed silk chemise-typo dress.

¡

¿ray linen dress

in a modified chemise style with embroidered collar and

belt is included for the less slender figure.
kor the short stout f igtro is a green silk or

lo

light-weight wool dress with ions unbrokon linea and
triai

concertrated near' the neckline,

Desina for outdoor wear include two coats
two suits.

One coat is a rath coat constructed of

black and white striped cotton.

To wear with this coat

18 a matching hat with undorbrirn facin

oen,

and

ot black velvet-

The other coat is a caaual all-wool coat to wear

over suits and dreae8.

The two suit designs repro-

eented aro for wool fabrice.

One Is a novelty weave

blue wool, the design of which waa adapten

military officer's uniform.

The

desLn

from

a

Chinese

of the belge wool

suit was inspired by one of the niotife in the Chinese

embroidery.
In Chapter II as in Chapter I, eacn costume design
is accompanied by a priotograph of the source of inspira-

tion, a drawln

of the pattern, and small illustration

of the fabric.

Chapter II endeavors to demonstrate how ideas from
the same source of Inspiration

utllled for developing

designe may also be an inspiration
for ideas for other types of costumes. This chapter Is
a continuation of costume illustrations, but for costumes
sportswear and casual

of a different

type from those in Chapter

I.

The procedure for developing designs In Chapter II
Is

the same as in Chapter I.

Through representation of

1].

varied types of

arnents the reader becomes aware of the

versatility and unlimited number of ideas a fabric may
inspire.

As one author has so aptly expressed it:

very fabric expresses a mood.
It cornes
in the tibor and is expressed In the fabric
creation by weave, texture, finish, design,
color. The mood can move a j;reat desiner
to an interpretation in drape and silhouette.
In every fold of a dross he creates sculpture --

lyrical, severe, or ¿raoeful; from classic
eoulpture the designer can in his turn draw
inspiration for fashion.
The art of the Orient, although surrounded
by ate-old mystery which has always separated
East from West has been influential in our art
and architecture design and decoration, and is
even more so today.
(11, p.59)
ktow

true this statement Ist

To the creativo

in-.

dividual, every fabric, whether It be an ancient one or
one wovon at the present time, produces an Inspirational
mood by Its weave, texture, color, and motif.

This mood

does not inspire ideas for just one type of costume

eein, but for many, many types

of'

costume desin.
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CLIAP!FER

III

PflE3J*TATION OF ANCIENT ChINESE INFLUENCE
IN CONTEMPOFARY ETENING COSTUMES
As a source of Inspiration the ancient ChInese

eiibroidory presents unlimited Ideas ror costume

desIns.

From the beautiful colori one may derive innwnerable inthe fabric

spirationa for contemporary fabrics.

notifs many Idea3 for ooatwae fashions, line and details,
and fabric designs may be obtained.
In Chapter III the objective le to further illus-

trate how

ari

idea source

ay be used In the presenta-

tions of costumes Cor more formal wear,
One costune in the evening group is a pink sheathstyle dress with cotton lace jacket.

When worn without

the jacket this costume is appropriate for formal oeca-

stone.

Designed for the college

lrl Is another formal

cetumo of black velvet with rhinestone trim.
Uvenln; costume Is

a

two-piece

The third

ax'ment C0n5istirL. of a

silk topless bodice with two skirts, which may be worn

Interenangeably.

Ono of the skirts la bell-shaped in
The

ailrxouette and la of the earns fabric as the bodice.

other skirt is long and full, and is a soft wool.

Preceding each costume plate, as in Chapters
II,

is a short

mont,

description and explanation of the

Included with the description la a colored

I

and

ar-
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photogrtph or the source of inspiration.

In the presen-

tation ot the rora1 costume, the objective, *6a1n, is
to portray simple, practical contemporary costumes.

It

is the hope of the author that by so doing, the reader

will be inspired to creato ori;ina1 costumes for herself.
Further, by deein1n

costumes similar In type to those

worn by the average individual, it Is hoped the reader
may be helped to vIsualizo contemporary costumes in-

spired by

ari

ancient source.

Fabrics and costumes of the past provide one of
the richest sources of inspiration for the creative stu-

dent who

haz;

dreamed of becoming a dress dasIner.

Although not all costume students will have the opportunity as the author did, to study a large collection
of authentic historio textiles, this tact should not

lesson their desire to study such sources.
Famous costume designers in the pa8t as well as
the present are continually consultin; the works of past

craftsnon, especially ancient textiles.
No craft tradition can hope to survive
by a blind imitation of the past.
The past
is dead and the conditions that led to the
living quality in the craft tradition is lost.
To mold form out of the present with aU Its
richness and significance calls for a level
It is not through
of creativity rarely found.
designers pouring out from art schools that we
can seek new craft Impulses. What then is the
ariswor?
It may well be that the time has come

to cease to teach and only to make available,

14

re;1onal mueeuma, with small travelthrou
in units that can move fror.i vil1ae to
vi1lae, the finest samples or craftsmanship
both of India and of other countries of the
world,
(16, p.48)
As a studsnt of costume deein, in the opinion of
the writer,

the creative individual should study the

crafts and art of the paßt, whether they be textiles,
metals, sculpture, fine porcelain, or jewelry.

In this

study an attenpt has been made to interpret the past in
terms of the present.
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CiIAPThR IV

HISTOflIC TEXTILES AS
ti'OI

A
OURCß OF IN3PIRA?ION
COSTIWE DESIGNS

approaching the eonelusion of the study,
several questions aroso in the mind of the author. Was
the objective of the study accomplished? Will it be
When

helpful to students of costume desik;n?

Werc

there other

aids useful to the creative individual which the study

might have included?
In

reard

to the accornplishnont of the objective,

the study has presented a procedure which the creative

student can utilize.

If the student lacks the abIlity to

draw figuree, he might trace figures for hin deains.

With a little practice, he can become quite adept in the
use of water colors.

If the student lacks Imowledgo in

pattern construction he may consult clothing construction books. Such knowledge enables the individual to
determine whether or not the construction of the dein
is feasible.
In answer to the question as to whether or not the

study will be helpful to the student, several aids are
included.

Al].

of the costume

desins are

i1lustrtod in

colors adapted from a Chinese textile. It is hoped that
such a method of color development will suggest to the
reader ways of us1n color inspired by a specific source.
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To natoh the colors in tho dr'aw1n. with the rabric

colora, actual xn1xin,

of'

colors Is rouired.

ThIs

should help the studont to develop a better knowledge

of color development. reresent1n the designs on
fI,ures will also provide an rcreased understanding of
f Iure construction arid arment presentation. 13y inoludIng a small drawing of the pattern sonie 1mow1ede of
costume patterns will be attained.

Construction of each orIina1 design would help

the desIner to determine whether or not bis costumes
were practical and wearable. dis knowledge of the drap-

qualIty or hand of fabrics would also be increased.
Since many individuals are unable to visualize the actual costume from a drawin;, it would be helpful if each
costume illustrated wore constructed in the fabrIc.
The accomplIshment of the present endeavor Is the
presentation of one procedure for deve1opIn costume
designs Inspired f ron an ancient textile.
The author feels that the present study would be
uiore effective and useful if all of the costume desins
were constructed in fabric. Perhaps another costume
student may do this. Again, In another costume study, It
¡ni;ht be nore inspirational for the reader if more customtyDe designs were Included.
whatever Is done in the
future, it Is the hopo of the author that the present
Iriè

17

study hae provided a practical procedure and inspiration for costume students to use in sirnilai' creative
end e avori

.
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ANCIENT CHINESE TABL:f' RUNNER,
SOURCE OF INSPIRATION FOR COSTUMES

19

COSTUME DESIGN i

which Inspired
Small Area of the Table Runner
Fabric
and
the Costume Design

or casual
Plate i is an illustration of a lounging
costume to wear at home.

It consists of a loose-fitting

trousers. It may
overbiouse with long tapered striped
This costume is
or silk.
be constructed of heavy cotton

designed for the slim, young adult.
Chinese influence
Style features representative of
the lòng kimono-type
are the narrow standing collar and

blouse.
sleeves cut in one piece with the

20
The color scheme of the costume consi8ts of two

neutrals -- beige and brown -- with a grayed complement
of blue and orange.

One of the complements, blue, is

presented in a light and dark value.
Source of the inspiration for the fabric desibn
and color is the three long rows of embroidery pictured
in the photograph on the previous page.

¿1

(Photographic reproduction of original
costume design plate)

PLATE I

Striped Cotton Pedal Pushers with Overbiouse
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COSTUME DESIGN 2

Small Area of the Table

the Costume

Plate

an illustration of a costume for general

2 is

sportswear and

unner which Inspired
Design and Fabric

activities

about

the homo.

It

might be

cotton (for the
be constructed ontirAly from

constructed of silk (for the blouse) or

trousers), or tt
cotton

might

fabric.

for fabric color and motif
triangular section enclosing

Source of inspiration
was the multi-colored

24

flowers and butterfly figure.

Yellow from the row of embroidered stitches around

the two sides
pushers.

of the triangle was used for the pedal

Blue from the section background was used for

the blouse color.

Red, yellow, green, and pink were

used for the printed motif in the blouse.
Style features characteristic of Chinese costumes
are

depicted

in the narrow upstanding collar and the

wide kimono-type sleeves.
The pattern for

the costume is simple.

Most

school girls and amateur sewers would be capable of

constructing the garment.

high-

(Photographic reproduction of original
costume design plate)

PLATE 2

Silk Print Blouse with Pedal Pushers
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COSTUME DESIGN

Small Area of the Table Runner which Inspired
the Costume Design and Fabric

The costume illu8trated In Plate
lay costume for a teen-ager.

is a

lounging or

It includes a full-cut,

loosely fitted jacket with long, closo].y fitted trousers.
ìebric for the costume may be sIlk, cotton, or
synthetic.

Íulti-colorod striped silk

miht

be used for

the jacket, and a plain color velvet or corduroy for the

28

trousers.
Chinese costume details are depIcted in the narrow

standing collar, the diagonal right front closing, and
the long, wide,

kimono-type sleeves.

The color harmony Is made up of two complementary

colors and light and dark value of two primary colors --

red and blue.

The complementary colors are the yellow-

green and orange-red.

(Photographic reproduction of original
costume design plate)

PLATE 3

Tapered Trousers with Flared Jacket
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COSTUME DESIGN

4

Small Area of the Table Runner which Inspired
the Costume Design and Fabric

The costume portrayed in Plate 4 is a printed

cotton bathing suit with matching beach coat,
The bathing suit has long, slimming, semi-fitted
lines.

The top is held in place with corset stays in

the bodice and a snug band fastened with a buckle.

Chinese costume features

are depicted in the wide

kimono-styled sleeves, the standup collar, and the

32

straight line of the coat with slashed side openings.
A

complementary color scheme is used with

a

small

yellow color as the body of the conventionalized crab.
Complementary colors are blue-green

in.

the figure of the

crab and yellow-orange in the background color of the

costume.

33

(Photographic reproduction of
costume design

plate)

or1inal

PLATE 4

Printed Cotton Bathing Suit with Matching Coat
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COSTUME DESIGN 5

Small Area of the Table Runner which Inspired
the Costume Design and Fabric

Plate 5 is an illustration of a blue cotton bath-

ing suït with a leftaldo zipper oloain, in the bodice.
The SUIt 1s lin8d throughout for added strenth.
is

Pubber

wovon into the fabric to mske It elastic and form-

f1tt1n.
This

dosIn

is an example of the use of a specific

part ot a motif as a source of Inspiration.

Chinese costucie inLluenco

.s

represented In the

36

suit color and the design lines, which have been adapted

from part of a motif.
The style of the bathing suit is appropriate for

both the adult and the teen-age figure.
be constructed by the home sewer.

The suit could

(Photographic reproduction of oriinal
costume design plate)

PLATE 5

Cotton Elasticized Bathing Suit
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COSTUME DESIGN

6

Small Area of the Table Runner which Inspired
the Costume Design and Fabric

Plate 6 Ia a cotuzne design for Informal evenIng
wear.

It Includes a ion; fly-away coat with form-

fitting trousers.
The jacket fabric Is a novelty woven silk.

Trousers may be velveteen or wool flannel.

The jacket is

lined throughout with silk of the same color as the jacket.

Chinese costume Influence is apparent

ifl

the color,

40

fabric rotif, and design details, which include the

narrow standing collar and jacket silhouette.
The costume color scheine is basically mono-

chromatic with one complementary color, a grayed

yellow-green.

41

(Photographic reproduction of original
costume design plate)

PLATE 6
1k Lounging coat with Pitted Trousers
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Small Area of the Table Runner which Inspired
the Costume Design and Fabric

px,s.nt.d in Plate 7 la a cotton play

The costu

suit with a circulai skirt which can be thittonod on or
'd

f f
'-

This garrn,nt la designed for the hi-h achool or

collego girl.
fabric.

it

my

be nade of linon or

Sandals are made of the

sacio

synthetic

naterial as the

skirt.

stylo

'oaturea characteristIc of Chlneac costumea

44

are the narrow standing collar, wide kimono-type sleeves,

and the

riht

front closing.

Chinese influence is also

apparent in the color and fabric motif.
The color scheme consists of two analogous colors

(yellow-green) and a complement

(red-orange) with a

neutral (white) in the background.
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(Photographic reproduction of or1ina1
costume design plate)

PLATE 7

Play Co8tumo with !atohing Circular Skirt
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COSTUME DESIGN 8

Small Area of the Table Runner which Inspired
the Costume Design and Fabric

The costume Illustrated in Plate

linen blouse with wool flannel skirt.

may aleo he used.
homo wear.
aC'OasOrIO8.

It

a

portrays a

Cotton or silk

des1ned for school, office, or

It may be worn on the street with proper

The style Is appropriate for both the

younger and oidor adult.
Chinese influence is reproduced in the costume
design and color.

stylo features characteristic of

Chinoae costumes are the narrow atandin

collar, short

48

kimono-type sleeves, and wide round yoke of the blouse.
The costumo color and blouse trin were inspired by
three lone embroidered lines in the embroidery.
is made of the same

The trim

material as the blouse, and consists

of a row of connected trianular-shaped pieces of linen.

These are attached to the bottom seam of the collar and
narrow band down the front of the blouse.
No specific color scheme is represented

costume.

ifl

the

The blouse is a hiLh value of the tertiary

hue -- orange-rod.

The skirt is

a

neutral color.
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(Photographic reproduction of original
costume design plate)

PLATE B

Linen Blouse with Wool Skirt
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DESIGN 9

Small Area of the Table Runner which Inspired
the Costume Design and Fabric

The Costume representation in Plate 9 is of a

white linen sun dress and short flared
It may be worn wtth the jacket for

iat.ch1ng jacket.

treot

out the jacket for iiformal wear at home.

proper accessories tt

wor

or with-

with the

ay be worn for semi-formAl

evoninL;

occasions.
'Thirose influence is portrayed in the slim narrow

linos of the dross, the wide kinono-ty?e sleeves of the
Jacket, the narrow atandln1; collar on the dress,

nd

52

colors

arid

motifs

in

the border trin.

The center of

interest in the border is an abstract symbol combined

with floral forais.

This crooked cross is a r3uddnist

symbol of good luck which has been adapted by other

countries.

(13,

p.51)

The main color of the costume is a neutral white.

The border trim includes two neutral colors (black and
white) with two analogous colors (blue and yellow-green)
arid

a cotnplerncnt of

red-orange in two values.

(Photographic reproduction of original
costume design plate)

PLATE 9

Linen Sun Dress with Matching Jacket
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COSTUME DESIGN 10

Small Area of the Table Runner which Inspired
the Costume Design and Fabric

The costume illustrated in Plate 10 is for the

woman with a short, plump figure.
silk crepe.

Dress fabric is heavy

The design is simple with long lines,

which help to create an illusion of height and slenderness.
The costume trim is concentrated at the top of
the bodice.

It consists of dark

reen braid fasteners

and red embroidered collar and cuffs.

Chinese influence is represented in the costume

56

color, the narrow standinL, collar, the bodice side closIng,

the fasteners,

embroidered motif, cuff style, and

off-shoulder armseye.

(20, p.39)

The color scherie of the costume is complementary

tertiary hues of blue-green with red-orange.
This costume style is appropriate for both the

older and younger person with a stout figure.
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(Photographic reproduction of original
costume design 'plate)

PLATE 10

311k Crepe Dress

for the Large Figure
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COSTUME DES IGI
and 12

Small Area of the Table Runner which Inspired
the Costume Design and Fabric

Platea 11 and 12 aro illuatratlona of a bualo
coaturne for the younger adult.

It may be worn inter-

han;eab1y with the blouse or jacket, or lt may be worn
without eithor the blouse or jackot for infornal ovenirì
wear.

T3ecause this ooatute la so versatile,

lt would be

Ideal for a budget wardrobe of the collego or teen-ago

girl.
The clionIse-style dress is simple in lino and

tiay

60
be worn with several kinds of accessorios.
is desi;ned for a diaiond-weave all wool

sted.

The diamond notif could

e

The costume

tweed or wor-

woven into the fabric

with a black thread.
The representation In Plate 11 Is worn with

a

cream-colored (yellow-white) all wool jersey blouse.
The metal clasp at the neckline is a copy of an ancient

Chinese costume fastener.

(1,

p.124)

Chinese influence in the costumes Is portrayed in
the kimono-style sleeve of the jacket, blouse, and dress.
It is apparent In the narrow standin

collar, the metal

clasp of the blouse, the simple stral&ht lines of the
dress, the yoke line in the jacket front and jacket

fasteners, and fabric motif.

The sniall hat with rolling

brim and loop on the top is also a modified version of
a Chinese man's hat.

(5, p.285)

Color schemes of the costumes consist of one
t;rayod color (red) and two neutrals

(black in the bag,

hat, shoes, and weave of the fabric, and yellow-white
In the wool jersey blouse).

t1

(Photographic reproduction of original
costume design plate)

PLATE li

Basic Nool Dress witn. Wool Jersey Blouse
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(Photographic reproduction of original
costume design plate)

PLATt 12

Basic Wool Dress with Matching Jacket
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COSTUME DESIGN 13

Small Area of the Table Runner 'Ihich Inspired
the Costume Design and Fabric

Plate 13 is an illustration of a blue sheer volle
for dressy street wear or social occasions.

The dress

fastens the full loneth of the front with Chinese-style
fasteners made of narrow braid and buttons.

hat and

shoes could be blue embroidered silk faille.

Chinese influence Is portrayed In the color of the
costume, the kimonotypo sleeves, si'nple round neckline,

65

and fasteners down the front of the dress.

The fabric

motif in hat and shoes are also representative of
Chinese floral forms.
This costume is appropriate for both the teenager and older adult.
a

The costume color scheme includes

neutral (white) with complements (creen and red) and

one

other hue,

a grayed blue.

White fabric gloves and hand bag and pearl

choker-style beads complete the

ensemble.

(Photographic reproduction of original
costume design plate)

PLATE 13
Sheer Voile Press with Silk Printed Accessories
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COSTU?!E DESIGN 14

Small Area of the Table Runner which Inspired
the Costume Design and Fabrie

The costume portrayed in Plate 14 is a simple

semi-fitted-street dress.

The material is silk w!th an

all-over red, blue, and white printed motif.

White

washable cotton gloves, white silk beret, and green
fabric slippers complete the ensemble.

Chinese-style characteristics are portrayed in the
short kimono sleeves, the simple round neckline, and the

double line yoke in the front.

The slim silhouette of

69
the

drsi

is a

modified version of Chiiose cogtunies.

It

has been rounded at the hips and narrowed at the skirt
òott;orn

dress.

so thit lt is sini1ar to th
'the

greeï

cord fasteners.

present-day chemise

cord fastener is a copy of Ch1nse

Buttons are covered with the same fabric

as the dress.

The color scheme of the costune consists of two

analogous colors, blue and green, with a couplementary
color, red-orange, and one neutral, white, whicLÌ is

introduced in the beret, gloves, and line of the motif.

(Photographic reprodtct1on of original
costume design plate)
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COSTUP(E DESIGN 15

3ma1l Area of the Table Runner which Inspired
the Costume Tesign and Fabric

The dress represented in Plate 15 is of gray linen

with sleeve and bodice cut all in one

piece.

section of the dress front is attached to
top.

The only trim is the

standing collar and belt,

embroidery
which

lower

The

a yoke

in the

on the narrow

fastens

in a bow at the

back.
Details characteristic of Chinese influence are
the short kimono-type sleeves, the narrow

standing

73
collar, the shape of the yoke, neck fasteners, motif
triti,

and costume colors.

In keep1n; with the present-

day Chinese-style dross, the skirt is narrowed at the

bottom and rounded at the hips.
circlin

the body,

Is

A

low belt, partly

en-

attached to the front Just below

the waistline.

The costume color scheme is made up of two neutrals,

gray (the basic dress color) and black (the lines in the
motif) and two grayed primary colors,

rod and blue.
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(Photographic reproduction of original
costume design plate)

PLATE 15

Chemise-style Dross with Embroidery Trim
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COS'PUME DESIGN 16

ble Thinner wnich Inspired
Small Area of the
the Costume Design and Pabric

The rain coat and hat portrayed th Plate 16 were

inspired by the narrow rows of black and white embrol-

dory enclosing

the

large diamond-shaped motifs of the

table runner,
Both hat

and

coat

may be

constructed of heavy-

weight cotton and waterproofed to
of the ensemble is the

narrow

resist the rain.

Trim

black velvet facing on the

narrow standing collar and under-brim of the hat.

Long

77

black wooden buttons with narrow extended tabs down the
front

of'

the coat aervo as fasteners for both belt and

coat.

Style details characteristic of chinese Influence
are represented

the nurrow standing col1tr, wide

kimono-type sleeves sot Into a lowered armseye, the coat
colors (black and white), and the unusual shape of the
tab fasteners.

(20,

p.

39)

The color scheme of the costume is two neutrals,

black and white.
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(Photographic reproduction of original
costunie design plate)

PLATE 16

Striped Cotton Rain Coat with Matching Hat
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COSPUM1 DESIGN 17

Small Area of the Table Runner which Inspired
the Costume Deein and Fabric

rlate 17 is an illuetratlon of an all-wool top

oo1 cashmere or wool duvetyn would be appropri-

coat.

ate for th13 style of coat.

Short bolt ends extending from the

bc

to the front cover bound pocket openin;e.

or the coat

The coat

ta8tnns at the neckline with ono button and a bound

buttonhole In the narrow collar.
c1oain

The gamo typo of

is repeated in the belt ends at the nipa.

81

Brown leather shoes and hag, yellow cotton gloves, and a
brown fur felt hat completo the costume.

Chinese-style characteristics are represented in
the narrow standing collar,

the wide kimono sleeves,

and

coat color.
The color scheme of the ensemble includes two

neutral colors, beige in the coat, brown in the shoes,
bag and hat, and a light value of the primary color,

yellow.

(Photographic reproduction of oriina1
costume design plate)

PLATE 17

Wool Top Coat
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COSTUME DESIGN 18

Small Area of the Table Runner which Inspired
the Costume Design and Fabric

The costume represented in Plate 18 is a suIt of

light

oight, all..wool novelty weave worsted.

This style

cf suit Is appropriate for both the younger' adult and
adolcscer.t,

Accessories Includo u large-brInmed light

brown felt hat and loather bac, white cotton gloves, and
blue loather slippers.

Inspiration for color ari weave is a 1on
blue oibroidery stItches In tiu ttAble runner.

row of
A

35

reprosentat.on of erbroidory stitches might be produced
in the fabric

severi warp
The

Chinese

weaviri,;

every other woft thread over

thre.ids.

jioet style was in3pired

i1litary officer's u!liforrn.

by a sketch of a
(1,

p.124)

Another

Chinese thfluence is portrayed in the :1nono-type
sleeve.
The color sche!ne of the costume consists of a
1iì.ht

grayed value of the primary color blue with ac-

cossories in neutral colors of *hite and a Iipht value
of brown.

(Photographic reproduction of oriina1
costume design plate)

PLATE 18

Novelty Weave Wool Suit
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COSTUME DESIGN 19

Small Area of the Table Runner which Inspired
the Costume Design and Fabric

Plate 19 la an

dreßs, suIt.

1lustratlon of a dark boise wool

LInInG and hat of the costume arc

the aame flowerod print sIlk.

inide

from

Accessorle3 Include a

brown fabric bag and brown suede slippers with yellow
cotton

lovea,

ChInese Inf1uenea represented in the coetumc in

dude

the kimono-type sleeve, narrow stsndln

collar,

twisted cord fasteners, and sido slit or the jacket.

E39

The source of inspiration for the pocket style of the

jacket was a motif of square, strai;ht lines in the
table runner.
ThQ costume color scheme consists of a light and

dark value of a neutral brown, two complementary colors,

grayed green and red, and one primary color, yellow in a
licht shade.

(Photographic reproduction of oriina1
costume design plate)

PLATE 19

Wool Suit with Silk Print Hat
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COSTUME DESIGN 20

Small Area of the Table Runner which Inspired
the Costume Design and Fabric

The costume portrayed In Plate 20 is a black volvet short-length foriial with rhinestone trin.

designed for the younz slIr figure.
the drese is the

collar, bodice,

It

The only trin on

dImondshapod band which forn
arid

overari bands.

is

the

Sourte of thapira-

tion for the costume design was the dianond-sliaped forms

surrounding the flower riotlf In the table runner.
Chinese Influence 13 reprocented In the etraight,

93

slim lines of the dress and the narrow standing collar

formed by the diamond-shaped pieces of fabric.
Two neutral colors, grayed white of the rhine-

stones and the black fabric of the dress, compose the
color scheme.

(Photographic reproduction of original
costume design plate)

PLATE 20
Short Velvet Evening Gown
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COSTUME DESIGN 21

Small Area of the Table Runner which Inspired
the Costume Design and Fabric

epresentod in Plate 21 is a costume for evaniní;
and formal woar.

iith the

cotton lace over-jacket,

costume uay be worn for semI-formal occasions.

tnis

Without

formal
the jacket It would be appropriate for evening
wear.

The costume

I

designed for the oidor adult

Is a slim sheath with straight hip-length

figure.

It

jacket.

Both jacket and dross are trimmed with e narrow

satin bindln.

F'astener

a

the rieck of the jacket and

at the top of the sleeve aro tIny Chinese knots,

Chinese Influence Is portrayed in the stralL;ht

narrow linos of the cress, the kimono-type sleove

and

narrow standing collar of the jacket, and the knot-type
fasteners,
The costume color is a very

llht

value of the

primary color red wIth a small amount of yellow.

(Photographic reproduction of original
costume design plato)

PLATE

2].

Evenng Dress with Lace Jacket
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COSTUME DESIGN 22

Small Area of the Table Runner which Inspired
the Costume Design and Fabric

The coatum

illustration in Plato 2

heavy, dull satin evening coat in a

Thu

reprosents a

raycd white color.

style of coat may bo worn over a short evening

taraul or a long-swept, full evening formal.
throughout with

It is linod

light-weight light gray satin.

The

style la appropriate for both the younger and older adult
figure.
Chinese influence is portrayed In the pointed,

ici

narrow, standing collar, the low, off-shoulder armseye,
full kimono-type sleeves, twisted cord fasteners, and

slashed side opening.
and sleeve edges wa

flesign inspiration for the collar

taken from a diamond motif in the

table runner.
The color scheme of the costumo consists of one
color, a grayed neutral white.

i C);

(Photographic reproduction of original
costume design plate)

PLATE 22

Dull Satin Evening Coat
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COSTUME DESIGN 23

Small Area of the Table Runner which Inspired
the Costume Desin and Fabric

Plate

evenin

2

representation of an interchangeable

is a

costume.

It consists of a silk topless evening

blouse with two skirts.

One skirt is the same fabric

and color as the blouse and is designed in the current
bell-shaped silhouette.
jersey.

The other skirt is of soft wool

The design Idea for the wool skirt was Inspired

by a figure drawing in the book Hesearches into Chinese

Superstitions.

(3)
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Influences typca1 of Chinese costumes are portrayed in the narrow standing collar of the bodice top,
the flower trim,

the length and fullness of the wool

skirt, and the eostuxne colors.

The color scheme of the costume includes two

complementary colors, yellow-green and red-orange, and
one neutral color, white.
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(Photographic reproduction of original
costume design plate)

PLATE 23

Evening Blouse with Evening Skirts
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